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 This study aims to determine and analyze the syntactical of code mixing 

in Greatmind Small Talk used by Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo and Marissa 

Anita. The obeject of this study is to find out the types of code mixing used by 

Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita. Code mixing is when speakers 

employ both languages simultaneously to the point that they switch from one to 

the other within a single phrase. This research is conduct using a qualitative 

descriptive method and analyzed using a Hoffman theory, it is the types of code 

mixing, namely intra-sentential, intra-lexical, and involving a change of 

pronunciation. The result of this study indicates that there are 120 data code 

mixing utterances by the speaker. 109 data are categorized into intra-sentential 

and 11 data are categorized into intra-lexical. There is no data found as involving 

a change of pronunciation. 

Keywords: Code Mixing, Intra-Sentential and Intra Lexical, Language, 

Simultaneously, Small Talk 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Background of The Research 

The use of language is undeniable, no matter where you are, whether 

in private or public areas. In particular and realistically, this language is used 

in the movie, television, and social media. The language that referred to this 

language is English. 

In this millennial era, including in Indonesia, English has been found a 

lot, both written and spoken. Throughout the researcher, it is not uncommon 

to find the use of English in various places, including in all electronic media. 

One of the social media that is the main source by the researcher is Instagram. 

Instagram is an application that is used to share photos and videos and share 

knowledge through small talk events and most Instagram users prefer to use 

English. They prefer to use English rather than their own regional language to 

their post captions and to their conversations when they do a talk show. They 

make some caption and talk in language by mixing their language. Mixing 

languages is known as code mixing. As Wardhaugh (2006:103) said, code 

mixing is when speakers employ both languages simultaneously to the point 

that they switch from one to the other within a single phrase. 

In a bilingual or multilingual society, code mixing is prevalent. 

Bilingualism, according to Bloomfield in Chaer and Agusta (1995:112), is the 

ability of a speaker to communicate in two languages. The ability to 
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communicate in two languages leads to code mixing. In a bilingual culture, 

words, sentences, and clauses from one language are combined in a single 

sentence. 

There are many code mixing in our social life. The existence of code 

mixing as a representation of the number of users of two languages is 

increasing in this era. The use of code mixing is caused by several reasons 

based on the Hoffman (1991:116) theory, such as talking about a particular 

topic, quoting somebody else, express solidarity, interjections, repetition used 

for clarification, intention of clarifying the speech content for interlocutors 

and expressing group identity. 

Looking at the existing of code mixing phenomena, it is necessary to 

analyze the types of code mixing and examine further the types of code 

mixing found. There are three types of code mixing based on syntactical 

patterns, according to Hoffman (1991), they are intra-sentential code mixing, 

intra-lexical code mixing, and involving a change of pronunciation. 

Paying attention to the reality of today's life, code mixing is easy to 

find, from the surrounding environment, especially if you pay attention to the 

media that is expanding so fast. Code mixing that is close to everyday life is 

code mixing in the teaching and learning process. Students who are not fluent 

in English force the teacher to mix the languages so that students understand 

the teacher's intent and so that they are accustomed to listening to the 

pronunciation of English vocabularies. In addition, the fact that code mixing 
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also occurs in talk show events where bilingual speakers feel that the 

statements conveyed are easy to understand using more than one language. 

And code mixing in social media is a global thing that cannot be denied. 

Social media users do a lot of code mixing in expressing opinions or for 

various reasons. 

Because this research focuses on code mixing which is definitely 

language, then Surah Al-Baqarah verse 31 is related to this study: 

  

….and told Adam all the names (of everything), after which He 

showed them to the angels and stated “tell me the names of these if you are 

truthful”. Al-Hilali and  Khan (1996) 

The meaning of the first concerning language is “Taufiqiah”, which 

means that Allah SWT is the one who educates all people about language and 

without Him, no one can say or understand anything. And then, people learn 

and grow their language by experience, and Allah guides them in this way. 

The second meaning is that knowledge is one of the weapons we use to keep 

our words alive, without knowledge, our words are going to be destroyed. 

The title and the verse have a relationship in that the title will discuss 

the usage of language by employing two or more languages as a source of 

knowledge. People will struggle to learn new things if they do not have access 
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to language. As a result, the researcher argues that language is critical for 

people seeking information because language is the first type of knowledge. 

People must understand the language they use in order to communicate or 

comprehend other people‟s communication. 

The researcher conduct this research because interest in the term code 

mixing. The researcher often follows live events held by several accounts on 

Instagram. The researcher choose one of the video small talk on Greatmind 

account from Instagram as the object in conducting research and found a lot 

of code mixing in that small talk. The speaker who contribute to present the 

topics, mixing the language to English and Indonesian. From the phenomena 

that researcher have seen, the researcher want to know how the types of code 

mixing in Greatmind small talk used by the speaker and the host . The 

researcher hopes that this research can really provide the new results and also 

provide benefits to all the readers. 

2. Research Question 

Based on the background above, the formulation of the matter can be 

classified as follow:  

How are the types of code mixing used by Dian Paramita 

Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita in Greatmind small talk? 
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3. Objective of The Research 

The objective of this research formulated by the researcher is to find 

out how the types of code mixing used by Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo 

and Marissa Anita in Greatmind small talk. 

4. Scope of The Research 

The researcher limits this study by focusing on the three types of code 

mixing described by Hoffman (1991:112), namely intra-sentential mixing, 

intra-lexical mixing, and code mixing involving a change of 

pronunciation. 

5. Significances of The Research 

By did this research that the researcher was analyzed how the types of 

code mixing in the video small talk, it expected that: 

1. The researcher hopes that this research can give the motivation to all 

the readers, especially for English students to become smart in 

choosing the contents that can improve their knowledge of English. 

2. The researcher expects that this study will serve as a mode for others 

who desire to investigate similar issues, particularly English Language 

and Literature Department students. 

3. The researcher hopes that this research can provide information for all 

the readers in general about code mixing. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This part will contain some the previous findings and also the 

pertinent ideas. 

1. Previous Findings 

The first is Saldi Ady Saleh (2017). He is a student at Makassar‟s 

Alauddin State Islamic University‟s English Language and Literature 

Department. He used the qualitative approach to examine his thesis, “An 

Analysis of Code Mixing Used by Teachers of Zarindah House of Learning in 

The Learning Teaching Process,” with the observation sheet and interview 

sheet as the equipment. He have three the research questions to analyzed, they 

are the types of code mixing, the dominant types of code mixing used and the 

reason of using code mixing. There are two teachers who are the object of his 

research. In his research based on Hoffman‟s theory, he found that teacher 1 

only used one form of code, namely Intra-sentential code mixing and teacher 

2 used two types of code, namely Intra-sentential code mixing and Involving a 

change of pronunciation. The dominant types of code mixing used by teachers 

is Intra sentential code mixing based on Walizer‟s theory. The last, he also 

found the reasons why the teachers used code mixing. It is because of 

Interjection, Repetition used for explanation, Real lexical necessity and 

Quoting somebody else based on the theory of Hoffman. 
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The second is Irma Dewi Isda (2013). The tittle of her thesis is “The 

Impacts of Code Switching and Code Mixing in Swara Cempala Kuneng 

Radio Station on The Listeners,” and it was written to fulfill the requirements 

for her magister degree in English Applied Linguistic Program at Medan State 

University. Like the previous study before, this thesis also have three the 

research questions. These are the types of code switching and code mixing, 

the reasons and motivations for using code switching and code mixing, and 

the impact of code switching and code mixing on listeners. She used a 

qualitative approach as a tool, as well as recorded observations, interviews, 

and field notes from Lansa‟s Swara Cempala Kuneng radio station. As a result 

of her research, broadcaters and listeners have three categories of code 

switching and three types of code mixing. She also discovered the causes and 

motivations for the code switching and the  code mixing by broadcasters and 

listeners, which include a specific topic, expressing solidarity, repetition, and 

the purpose of clarifying and expressing group identition. The final finding in 

her dissertation is the impact of the code switching and the code mixing on 

listeners. For example, with a little knowledge of Aceh and English 

vocabulary that can be used in everyday life like a broadcaster, the English 

and Aceh vocabulary looks like this: Increasingly, they often follow the style 

of broadcaster when speaking, gaining insights into new vocabulary and terms 

from English, feeling more updated, and being able to follow the style of the 

broadcaster. 
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The third is Agung Sukrisna (2019). He is a student of English 

Education in Raden Intan State Islamic University Lampung. His thesis tittle 

is “An Analysis of Using Code Mixing on Atta Halilintar‟s Video Youtube 

Channel”. He used the descriptive qualitative method and the human research 

was the main instrument in his research. He analyzed two research questions. 

The first is the code mixing types by using the theory of Hoffman and the 

second is the code mixing levels by using the theory of Suwito. He discovered 

32 facts of code mixing in his thesis. He discovered 93.73 percent of intra-

sentential code mixing, 6.25 percent of intra-lexical code mixing, and no code 

mixing that involved a change in pronunciation. Then, the finding of the code 

mixing levels from 32 data are 56.25 percent word level, 25 percent phrase 

level, 12.5 percent clause level, 6.25 baster level and 0 percent of idiom level 

and repetition word. 

From the three previous findings above, the researcher concluded that 

all the three discussing the subject contained code mixing. The similarity of 

the three previous findings is that they all use descriptive qualitative method. 

And another similarity from it is that the most widely used type of code 

mixing is Intra-Sentential code mixing. There is also a difference found that to 

get the types of code mixing, some of them use Hoffman‟s theory and some 

use Muysken‟s theory. Then, the other theories for different issues such as the 

theory of Suwito to analyze the levels of code mixing. The most important 

thing we have to know is that from the three previous findings above, all of 

them have different objects. Likewise with the research that will be examined 
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by this researcher, there is another issue that will be examined, that is how the 

types of code mixing including the parts of the sentence and the word 

formation. The researcher chose another object, namely the video small talk in 

Greatmind by Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita as a research 

object. 

2. Pertinent Ideas 

a. Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics is the study of the relationship between language 

and society. According to Fishman (1972: 9), sociolinguistics is the type 

of language, its function, the characteristics of the speaker, and how these 

three elements constantly interact, change and influence in the linguistic 

community. It is a study of.  Holmes (2000:1) stated that sociolinguistics 

is the study of the link between language and society. They want to know 

why we communicate in different ways in different social situations, and 

they want to figure out what language‟s social purpose is and how it‟s 

utilized to express social meaning. Sociolinguistics focuses on the study of 

the relationship between language and society in order to better 

understand the structure of the language and how languages work in 

communication (Wardhaugh, 2006: 13). 

The researcher concludes from the definition above that talking 

about sociolinguistics has given us an illustration in our minds about 

language, society, the environment, the functions of language and the 
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effects of language can cause. The researcher also concludes that science 

of sociolinguistics includes every interaction by humans and whether we 

realize or not, sociolinguistics is implemented in our daily lives. 

b. Bilingualism 

Bilingualism is a familiar word for us, especially for English 

students who have studied sociolinguistics. When we hear the word of 

bilingualism, we immediately remember about language. We directly 

think more than one language and imagine someone who has the ability to 

speak and understanding two languages.  

To get more accurate information about bilingualism, Spolsky 

(1998: 45) defines it as “a person with a functional knowledge of a second 

language.” Multilingualism, on the other hand, refers to someone who can 

communicate with others in three or more languages. 

In a bilingualism or multilingualism society, there is another 

sociolinguistic phenomenon that we often encounter, namely code mixing. 

We have heard and seen this phenomenon around us, especially for people 

who live in a bilingualism and multilingualism society. According to 

Wardhaugh (2006:103), code mixing happens when speakers employ both 

languages simultaneously to the point that they switch from one to the 

other within a single phrase. 

Aside from code mixing, there is another phenomenon called code 

switching that occurs while transitioning from one language to another. 
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The distinction between code mixing and code switching is that code 

mixing occurs when two languages are used in the same sentence, 

whereas code switching occurs when one language is used in one sentence 

and another is used the following sentence. 

Bilingualism is always seen as close to code mixing because code 

mixing only occurs if a person is bilingualism. However, bilingualism and 

code mixing are not similar. People who are bilingualism can speak one 

language well. Code mixing is only done by a bilingualism person if there 

are certain reasons for his speech, but once he wants to speak only one 

language, he can also do it well. 

Speaking of bilingualism, there is also the term of “bilingual 

acquisition” that means it refers to the acquisition of two languages in 

childhood, but there is no consensus on how varying situations of 

bilingual acquisition can be categorized. McLaughlin (1978) is often 

quoted as having made a distinction between „simultaneous‟ acquisition 

where the child receives input from both languages before his or her third 

birthday, and „successive‟ acquisition  where input from a second 

language is received after the third birthday. De Houwer (1995:223), 

however, finds McLaughlin first category too broad, and prefer to reserve 

the term „Bilingual First Language Acquisition‟ to situation where the 

child is regularly exposed to two languages within the first month of birth, 

arguing that situations where regular exposure to a second language 

occurs later than one month after birth but before age 2 should be 
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categorized as „Bilingual Second Language Acquisition‟. She is right to 

argue that the age of first exposure to each language may have an effect 

on the course of acquisition. However, as little is known so far about the 

precise effect at each age, her suggestion about terminology are probably 

less important than her advice that researcher should „specify exactly 

when their bilingual subjects were first regularly exposed to more than 

one language‟ (De Houwer 1995:223). 

c. Code Mixing 

According to Nababan's (1993: 32) theory, code mixing is the 

employment of two or more languages, linguistic varieties, and relaxed 

situations between the speaker and other persons with whom they are in 

intimate relationships. In conversations between specific individuals, code 

mixing occurs in Indonesian. Typically, they speak both their own 

language and Indonesian. However, when certain individuals are 

conversing, they frequently blend their own, in this case, Indonesian with 

a foreign, like English. 

Code mixing occurs when a speaker uses both languages together 

to the extent that one utterance changes from one language to the other 

(Wardhaugh, 2006: 103). Code mixing is defined by Hudson (1996:53) as 

“when a fluent bilingual talking to another fluent bilingual changes 

without changing anything else in the situation”.  
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The researcher also choose the definition theory of code mixing 

according to Holmes (1982:32), he said that code mixing is the use of two 

languages in a speaking. Code mixing talk about the situation where one 

language mixes with another language. The mixing of language can be in 

word, phrase, clause and sentence form. 

The researcher concludes, based on the definitons above, that code 

mixing is a phenomenon that only bilingual and multilingual people 

experience. They frequently communicate in multiple languages. The 

language they mix can take the form of words, phrases, and even 

sentences. 

1) Code Mixing Types 

There are three types of code mixing based on syntactical 

patterns, according to Hoffman (1991:112). Intra-sentential code 

mixing, intra-lexical code mixing, and involving a change of 

pronunciation. 

a) Intra-Sentential Code Mixing 

This form of code mixing occurs at the end of a phrase, a 

clause, or a sentence boundary. 

For Example: 

Tapi lo tuh nggak belajar, nggak bersiap-siap untuk menerima 

failure, sementara katanya the biggest teacher malah failure 
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bukan sukses tentunya, gituloh. (But you do not learn, did not 

prepare to accept the failure, while it says the biggest teacher 

is failure not the success of course, like that). 

In the above example, the code is mixed between 

Indonesian and English. The intra-sentential code mixing is used 

because the speaker mixes languages at the boundaries of the 

sentence, such as when the speaker says “failure” and “greatest 

teacher” in the same sentence. 

b) Intra-Lexical Code Mixing 

This kind of code mixing occurs within a word boundary. 

For Example:  

Pastinya, semua info ada di websitenya. (Of course, all of the 

info is on his or her website). 

There is a code mixing Indonesian and English in the 

example above. Intra-lexical code mixing is utilized because the 

speaker mixes the languages at a word boundary, resulting in 

“website-nya” as the Indonesian and English mix of the speaker‟s 

utterance. 
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c) Involving a Change of Pronunciation  

This kind of code mixing occurs at the phonological level, 

as when Indonesian people say in English word, but modify it to 

Indonesian phonological structure.  

For Example: 

Kini tersedia dalam saset. (Now available in sachets). 

The way of pronouncing in English is“sachet” but it is said 

“saset” in Indonesian, that is way it is called a kind of code 

mixing of involving a change of pronunciation. 

2) Reasons of Code Mixing 

According to Hoffman (1991:116), there are seven reasons 

why bilingual and multilingual people mix or switch their languages. 

These are: quoting someone else, talking about a specific topic, 

interjections, showing sympathy for someone else (express solidarity), 

intention of clarifying the speech content for interlocutor, using 

repetition to make clarification, and expressing group identity. 

1) Quoting somebody else 

A speaker uses code mixing to quote a remark or 

expression that belongs to a number of well-known people. This 

code mix just takes the expressions or proverbs from the individual 

who was quoted, not the complete sentence. 
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2) Talking about particular a topic 

In some circumstances, the speaker prefers to use a 

particular language in order to communicate an idea. He believes 

that utilizing unconventional language makes what is being spoken 

and understood easier. It is simpler to express their emotional state 

in a language other than their native tongue. 

3) Interjections (inserting sentence fillers or sentence connectors) 

One of the brief exclamations that a bilingual or 

multilingual speaker frequently uses is the interjection. Although 

interjections in language are acknowledged to have no 

grammatical meaning, they are frequently utilized by speakers in 

conversation. An interjection is a term that is used to express 

surprise, grab attention, or express strong feelings. 

4) Being empathic about something (express solidarity) 

When speaking empathically, a speaker frequently uses 

code switching or code mixing. This occurs when the speaker is 

speaking in the first language when all of a sudden he switches to 

the second language, or vice versa, when he switches from the 

second language to the first language. 

5) Intention of clarifying the speech content for interlocutor 

For bilinguals, code switching and code mixing are 

simpler. In conversations amongst bilinguals, there is an unusual 

amount of code switching and code mixing. The speaker repeats a 
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message from one language to another in order to ensure that what 

is said makes sense and facilitates a smooth exchange of ideas and 

information. 

6) Repetition used for clarification 

Sometimes when giving a speech, a speaker would repeat 

themselves to make their points clearer. In order to make his point 

more clear to the listener, the speaker employs two languages 

(codes) that he is fluent in. The identical sentence is thus repeated 

in two languages by the speaker. The repetition is not just for 

speaking clarity; it also serves to highlight the massage. 

7) Expressing group identity 

 The use of code switching and code mixing by speakers to 

convey their group identity is another motivation for these 

practices. Within the academic community in their disciplinary 

grouping, people who belong to a community have a natural means 

of communication. (7) Barnet (1994). 

3) Functions of Code Mixing 

The function of code mixing can be devided into many 

categories such as for greeting, rejection, opinion, suggestion and 

emotional expression. Greeting is used just prior to a conversation. 

And rejection is an interpersonal situation that occurs when a 

person or group of people exclude an individual from a social 

relationship. Then, opinion is a belief that may or may not be 
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backed up with evidence, but which can not be provided with that 

evidence. Next, suggestion is giving some opinions to something 

and emotional expression is observable verbal and non verbal 

behavior that communicates emotion, can occur with or without 

self-awareness. 

d. Parts of Sentence 

Based on the Ganiu Bamgbose (2021), there are five elements of 

the sentence. They are subject, verb, object, complement and adjunct. 

1) Subject 

The person who performs an action or who acts as the 

verb's agent is the subject. A noun or any of its counterparts, 

such as a pronoun, noun phrase, or noun clause, normally 

creates it at the start of a sentence. 

 Example: 

a) Alex ate a mango. 

(Alex is the subject of the sentence. Alex is doing the 

action.) 

b) Alex is a tall boy. 

(Alex is the subject of the sentence. Alex is being 

described) 

The person or object performing the action or being 

described is the sentence's subject. The verbs are ate and is 
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used in the previous sentences. These verbs have Alex as their 

subject. Alex is the subject of the sentences because of this. 

2) Verb 

A verb demonstrates how the idea in a sentence is 

expressed in terms of action, state, or process. Auxiliaries, or 

supporting words, may be used with the verb. In a sentence, it 

serves as the main verb. Without a verb, a sentence cannot be 

completed. 

a) Main verbs or verbs of action. It is employed to convey 

action. 

Example: 

He sings a song. 

b) Helping verb. It is used to supports the primary verb. 

Example: 

They are learning Mathematics. 

(Are is helping verb and learning is main verb) 

c) Linking verb (state of being verbs). It creates a connection 

between the sentence's subject and the noun or adjective 

that is being used to describe it. 

Example: 

She feels hungry. 

d) Verb in transitive. It conveys an action directed towards a 

person, place or thing. A transitive verb transfers the action 
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from the subject or doer to the object of the action. Objects 

are words that carry out the action of a transitive verb. 

Example: 

Birds have feathers. 

e) Intransitive verb. It does not allow a direct object. It 

prohibits the use of a direct object. This stands out from a 

transitive verb, which has one or more objects, in the 

sentence. When a verb cannot be followed by who or what, 

it is said to be intransitive. 

Example: 

Let‟s go 

3) Object 

Any noun or its equivalent that gets a transitive verb's 

action is dealt with by the object. A verb is transitive when its 

action is transferred to something or someone. An object in 

grammar is a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase attached to a verb 

that performs the action. In a sentence, it comes at the 

conclusion. Both direct and indirect objects are possible. 

a) The direct object, which is typically an inanimate noun, is 

the immediate recipient or the action of a verb. 

Example: 

Loly paints a picture. 
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b) The recipient/receiver of the direct object is typically an 

animate noun called the indirect object. 

Example: 

Our grandfather built us a treehouse. 

4) Complement 

The component of a phrase known as the complement 

provides additional information about the subject or object. It 

completes the meaning of a subject or item, as the name 

suggests. An adjective or a noun or its equivalent might serve 

as the complement. 

It should be noticed that before there can be an object 

complement, there must first be an object in the phrase. This is 

because, just as the subject complement completes the meaning 

of the topic, the object complement tells more about the object. 

The three types of complements in English are subject, verb, 

and object complements. 

a) A word or phrase that follows a connecting verb and 

identifies or describes any subject is known as a subject 

complement. We learn more about the subject via the 

complement. Adjective, noun, or pronoun are all 

acceptable subject complements. 

Example: 
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He is a dentist (adjective), the box is a present (noun), 

they will be fine (adjective), I am she (pronoun), the pizza 

tastes delicious (adjective). 

b) The arrangement of one verb as the subject of another verb 

is known as verb complement. In English, it takes three 

different forms. 

Example: 

I ask him to leave. (with infinitive) 

Mr. Ivan considered leaving the job. (with gerund) 

He didn‟t know that she was an actress. (with noun 

clause) 

c) Direct object is followed by object complement. It could be 

a word or phrase that provides more details about the direct 

object. It sort of explains what the immediate object has 

developed into. It could be an adjective, pronoun, or noun. 

Example: 

Abil made me sad. 

“Me” is the direct object. 

“Sad” is the object complement. (Adjective) 

„Sad” is what I have become. (The direct object me) 

5) Adjunct 

The adjunct provides indirect information on date, location, 

reason, goal, requirement, concession, level, manner, 
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frequency, and other factors. The three main traits of adjuncts 

are mobility, plurality, and inversion. Mobility alludes to an 

adjunct's ability to change locations inside a sentence. A clause 

can have one or more adjuncts if it is plural. Adjuncts are used 

in inversion to alter the sentence's structural shape. For 

instance, a declarative sentence (statement) can be transformed 

into an interrogative sentence using an adjunct (question). 

 Example:  

 My Mom cried loudly.  

 (Loudly is the adjunct.) 

 My Mom cried loudly in the grandmother’s home.  

 (in the grandmother’s home is the adjunct) 

e. Part of Speech 

Parts of speech tell us how a word is going to function in the 

sentence (Carnie: 2005). There are some versions on categorizing of 

parts of speech, some English grammar sources that are ten or nine 

parts of speech. Those parts of speech are very important to be known. 

We must know that in order to be able of creating and understanding a 

good sentence in English. The aspect of grammar in parts of sentence 

are; noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective, preposition, conjunction, 

and interjection. 
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1) Noun 

Nouns are words that refer to person, places, thing or idea. 

Noun can function as the subject of sentence and an object of a 

verb. 

2) Pronoun 

Pronoun is a word that can function by itself as a noun 

phrase and that refers either to the participants in the discourse 

to someone or something mentioned elsewhere in the 

discourse. 

3) Verb 

Verb is word that shows the actions, processes, conditions, 

or states of beings of people or things. 

4) Adjective 

Adjective is one of the parts of speech that used to explain 

noun or pronoun which can be a thing, place, animal and etc. 

5) Adverb 

An adverb refers to any element in a sentence used to 

adjust a verb, adjective, every other adverb, or may be a whole 

clause. Adverb may be unmarried words. 

6) Preposition 
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Preposition is a word governing, and usually preceding, a 

noun or pronoun and expressing a relation to another word or 

element in the clause. 

7) Conjunction 

Conjunction is a word such as 'and', 'but', 'while', or 

'although' that connects words, phrases, and clauses in a 

sentence. 

8) Interjection 

An interjection is a word or phrase used in a short 

exclamation. Interjections are often used to express sudden 

bursts of emotion such as anger, shock, joy, or confusion. 

Interjections are not considered to be complete sentences and 

often lack any major parts of speech. Typically, an interjection 

is very short: just one to a few words in length. 

f. Affixation 

The process of affixation involves fastening an affix to the root on 

either the left or right side. Affix is referred to as a suffix when it is 

attached to the root's right or left side. Affixes are referred to as 

prefixes when they are attached to the front or left side of the root 

(Wardhaugh, 1977: 84). 

According to Chaer (2003), an affix is a component that can alter 

the basic form's or basic word's meaning, types, and function. 

Suffixes, infixes, prefixes, and circumfixes are the four different forms 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/although
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/connect
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/phrase
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/clause
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sentence
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/interjection
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of affixes (Moeliono & Dardjowidjojo, 1997: 81). A prefix is a set of 

letters that appears at the start of a word. A suffix, on the other hand, 

is a set of letters that comes after a word (Sosy, 2012). Me-, di-, and 

ter-  are some instances of Indonesian prefixes, whereas -an, -kan, and 

-nya are some examples of Indonesian suffixes. 

g. Small Talk Video 

Perfectionism is a topic discussed in the video small talk. They 

talk about perfectionism that it actually can be a good thing. It comes 

from the encouragement of parents that a child cannot grow without a 

purpose. To achieve a purpose, the process must be done as well as 

possible. From childhood, children are taught the habit of how to be 

effective and self-confident people. And to get that all, the habit that 

must be done is we make promises to ourselves and keep those 

promises. We have to pay for the promises we make to ourselves, if 

we do that often then it will appear confidence in ourselves that we 

can be trusted. It becomes a savings of confidence for ourselves so that 

perfectionism in ourselves can be a good thing.  

And Greatmind is one of the account names from social media 

on Instagram where the video small talk was shown. This account 

explores influencers' thoughts on ideas, aspirations, and advocacy on 

various life topics. Through this account, influencers share 

experiences that can provide motivation, inspiration, and new 

knowledge to listeners.  
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The speaker of the video small talk was Dian Paramita 

Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita was as the host . They are bilingual 

people. Dian was born in Jakarta while Marissa was born in Surabaya. 

However, both of them come from East Java. So, in speaking, apart 

from using Indonesian and English dialects, they also use Sundanese 

and Javanese dialects.        
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this part, the researcher shows several points related to the research 

methodology. These are the research methods, data source, research 

instrument, procedure of data collection and the data analysis technique. 

1. Research Method 

The method of descriptive qualitative was used in this research. 

According to Bogdam and Taylor (2007:3), a qualitative method is a research 

procedure that vields results such as the words of those who were observed, as 

well as data from the research such as descriptive data. 

2. Data Source 

To answer the research question, the researcher has used video as a 

data source. The data source in this research was taken from one of the video 

small talk in Instagram. The video small talks entitled “Perfectionism” where 

delivered by Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita as hosts. Their 

conversation was live on June 17
th

 2020 and the duration during 61 minutes 

on a Greatmind account from Instagram. The link of the video small talk is: 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CBiDjusAyAj/?igshid=guc9kkvrlt29 which is 

downloaded via the application “Download video from instagram” on June 

19
th

 2020. 

 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CBiDjusAyAj/?igshid=guc9kkvrlt29
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3. Instrument of The Research 

This research conducted by used the human instrument which the 

researcher herself is as the instrument to collect the data. According to Ghony 

(2012), he said that human instrument is an instrument which is the writer 

himself has a role to explore the ways to obtain the data in the research. The 

other supporting instruments needed by the researcher such as books, pens, 

mobile phones and laptops. 

4. Procedure Collecting Data 

The procedure that the researcher had passed for collecting data as 

follows:  

a. The researcher downloaded the video from Instagram used the 

application “Download video from instagram”. 

b. The video watched several times by the researcher. 

c. From the data source, the researcher wrote the script. 

5. Technique of Data Analysis 

In this research, the researcher has used the techniques below to 

analyze the data: 

a) The researcher identified the types of code mixing by reading the 

script. 

b) Furthermore, the researcher grouped the data into code mixing 

types. 
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c) Then, the researcher identified the types of code mixing by further 

analyzing the part of sentence and Indonesian affixes. 

d) Finally, the researcher calculates all the data based on the types of 

code mixing. 
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CHAPTER  IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 This chapter reveals findings and discussion part of the research. Findings 

provided data found by the researcher on the three types of code mixing used by 

Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo and Marissa Anita in Greatmind small talk. 

1.  Findings 

In this part, the researcher presented findings to answer the research 

question about how the types of code mixing based on Hoffman‟s theory. And 

after watching the video small talk on the Greatmind account, writing the script, 

identifying and classifying the types of code mixing, the results of the study are as 

follows: 

Intra-Sentential Code Mixing    : ISM 

Intra-Lexical Code Mixing    : ILM 

Involving a Change of Pronunciation   : ICP 

Subject      : S 

Verb       : V 

Object       : O 

Adverb      : Adv 

Complement      : C 

Code to data / datum     : D 

Marissa Anita (the host)    : MA 

Dian Paramita Sastrowardoyo (the speaker)  : DPS 
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From the video, there are 120 total utterances. And the utterances 

consisted of 2 types of code mixing. 109 utterances contained Intra-Sentential 

Code Mixing and 11 utterances contained Intra-Lexical Code Mixing. The 

frequency of code mixing found from the video displays on the table 2 below: 

Table.1 

No Types of Code Mixing 
Number of 

Uses 
Percentage 

1 
Intra-Sentential 

Code Mixing 

Parts of Sentence   

S 2 1,7 % 

V 4 3,3 % 

O 38 31,7 % 

C 4 3,3 % 

Adv 5 4,2 % 

S, V 5 4,2 % 

S, O 3 2,5 % 

S, Adv 1 0,8 % 

V, O 9 7,5 % 

V, C 1 0,8 % 

O, Adv 2 1,7 % 

S, V, O 17 14,2 % 

S, V, Adv 6 5 % 

S, O, Adv 2 1,7 % 

V, O, Adv 1 0,8 % 

S, V, O, C 3 2,5 % 

S, V, O, Adv 5 4,2 % 

S, V, C, Adv 1 0,8 % 

Total 109 90,9 % 

2 
Intra-Lexical 

Code Mixing 

Affixes   

Suffix –nya 7 5,8 % 

Prefix di- 4 3,3 % 

Total 11 9,1 % 

3 
Involving a Change of Pronunciation 

 
- - 

All Total 120 100 % 
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In the video, there were 120 the total of code mixings identified. 109 

consist of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing and 11 consist of Intra-Lexical Code 

Mixing. It the type of Intra-Sentential Code mixing, it was found parts of the 

sentence. The 5 main parts of a sentence are subject, verb, object, complement, 

and adverb. They are identified in the Intra-Sentential Code Mixing types in 

various ways, which Intra-Sentential Code Mixing consists of two subjects, four 

verbs, thirty eight objects, four complements, five adverbs, five subject-verbs, 

three subject-objects, one subject-adverb, nine verb-objects, one verb-

complement, two object-adverbs, seventeen subject-verb-objects, six subject-

verb-adverbs, two subject-object-adverbs, one verb-object-adverb, three subject-

verb-object-complements, five subject-verb-object-adverbs, and one subject-verb-

complement-adverb. Meanwhile, Intra-Lexical Code Mixing types were identified 

in the use of Indonesian affixes. There are two types of affixes identified, the first 

is the prefix di- which was identified four times, and followed by the suffix –nya 

which was identified seven times. Last, the data of Involving A Change of 

Pronunciation was not identified. The describers of the each type follow: 

a) Intra-Sentential Code Mixing 
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No Findings 

Parts of 

Sentence 

Types 

of Code 

Mixing 

S V O C 

A

d

v 

I 

S

M 

I 

L

M 

I

C

P 

1 Ini aku udah live belum? (MA / D1) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Pardon me, have I started the live streaming now? 

(MA/D1) 

        

2 Terima kasih sudah bersama saya Marissa Anita sore 

ini sebagai leader dari Greatmind Indonesia. (MA / 

D2) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

Thank you for having me in this afternoon, I am 

Marissa Anita, as the leader of Greatmind Indonesia. 

(MA / D2) 

        

3 Maka itu topik yang akan kita bahas di small talk 

Greatmind kali ini adalah “Perfeksionisme”. (MA / 

D3) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

So, the topic that we are going to discuss in this 

Greatmind small talk session is “Perfectionism”. 

(MA / D3) 

        

4 Tiba-tiba bikin konten ini, konten itu, posting ini, 

posting itu, gue kayak overwhelmed sendiri. (DPS / 

D4) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Suddenly I created this content, then that content, 

posted this, then posted that, I become overwhelmed. 

(DPS / D4) 

        

5 All right, now I just need to aku harus ngundang         
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Dian dulu loh, mana ya? (MA / D5) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, s, v 

 

All right, now I just need to invite Dian first, where is 

she? (MA / D5) 

6 Sebentar, sebentar let me see Dian udah masuk 

belom ya? (MA / D6) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Wait a minute, wait a minute, let me see if Dian has 

joined or not? (MA / D6) 

        

7 Lagi waiting for Dian. (MA / D7) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

We still waiting for Dian. (MA / D7) 

        

8 Kamu sudah bersedia sore ini meluangkan waktu 

untuk bicara mengenai “Perfectionism”. (MA / D9) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You have taken your time this afternoon to talk about 

"Perfectionism". (MA / D9) 

        

9 Ini lampu-lampu blogger gitu loh mbo‟. (DPS / D10) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

These are blogger lights, guys. (DPS / D10) 

        

10 Tolong ya ini, ini nggak balance nanti loh. (DPS / 

D11) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Please, this will not be balance. (DPS / D11) 

        

11 Udah perfect? (MA / D12) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 
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Is it already perfect? (MA / D12) 

12 Gue kadang-kadang kalau liat lo, should I see you as 

the eee apa dulu lo kan presenter berita gitu. (DPS / 

D13) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

Sometimes when I see you, should I see you as eee... 

as we know you used to be a news presenter. 

(DPS/D13) 

        

13 Lo mau jadi assertive-assertive pembawa berita gitu, 

apa lo mau jadi teman gue as an actress? (DPS / 

D14) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Do you want to be an assertive news anchor or you 

want to be my friend as an actress? (DPS / D14) 

        

14 Actually it depends on sebenarnya yang kita 

definisiin sama perfeksionis, seorang perfeksionis itu 

gimana sih? (DPS / D15) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, s, v 

 

Actually it depends on what we actually define as a 

perfectionist, what the perfectionist looks like? 

(DPS/D15) 

        

15 Karena benar-benar terasa it came from good place. 

(DPS / D17) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Because it really feels like it came from a good place. 

(DPS / D17) 

        

16 Tapi emang gitu sih, mungkin karna orang-orang 

kebanyakan work from home kali ya. (MA / D19) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 
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But that's how it is, maybe it is because most of 

people work from home. (MA/D19) 

17 Kita kan semua social distancing nih. (DPS / D20) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

We are all social distancing now. (DPS / D20) 

        

18 Akhirnya gue anxious, anxiety, akhirnya kayak 

ngerasa kebanyakan yang dikerjain, gitu. (DPS / 

D21) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

In the end, I was anxious, anxiety, finally I felt like I 

was doing a lot of things, like that. (DPS/D21) 

        

19 Gue mulai meditasi, belajar soal mindfulness. (DPS / 

D22) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

I started to meditate, learn about mindfulness. (DPS / 

D22) 

        

20 Akhirnya malah jadi down banget. (DPS / D23) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

In the end, I felt really down. (DPS / D23) 

        

21 Jadi itu pas udah mau menerima, udah nyaman 

dengan ketidak ngapa-ngapainnya itu baru sekarang 

aku bisa back to work tapi lebih enak gitu. (DPS / 

D24) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

So, when I already to accepted it, I was comfortable 

with not doing anything, now I can go back to work 

but it's better feeling now. (DPS / D24) 

        

22 Oh ya, kamu boleh nggak be there and tutup pintu di 

situ? (DPS / D26) 
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Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Anyway, can you be there and close the door from 

there? (DPS/D26) 

23 I don’t think she can stand it if dia merasa punya 

anak perempuan yang dibiarkan tumbuh tanpa 

purpose gitu (DPS / D27) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

I don't think she can stand it if she feels she has a 

daughter whom is allowed to grow without a purpose 

(DPS / D27) 

        

24 So, dia tuh ngajarin gue some of habit of how be 

effective people tuh di umur delapan tahun (DPS / 

D28) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

So, she taught me some of the habits of how to be 

effective people at the age of eight (DPS / D28) 

        

25 Basically train that some habit itu kepada kolega-

koleganya di Kantor (DPS / D29) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, v, o  

 

Basically she train that some habit to her colleagues 

at the office (DPS / D29) 

        

26 Sebelum gue memulai live talk sama loh nih gue 

baru terima pesan berantai dari group WA ibu-ibu 

sekolah. (DPS / D31) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Before I started the live talk with you, I just received 

a chain message from the moms’ WA group at 

school. (DPS / D31) 

        

27 Akhirnya mereka janjian kita udah lost the house 

kita bingung kita gagal, akhirnya mereka janjian 
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bunuh diri bareng. (DPS / D32) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

In the end, when they made a promise, we already 

lost the house, we were confused, we failed, in the 

end they agreed to commit suicide together. (DPS / 

D32) 

28 Tapi loh tuh nggak belajar dan nggak bersiap-siap 

untuk menerima failure (DPS/ D34) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But you don't learn and you're not prepared to accept 

the failure (DPS/D34) 

        

29 Sementara katanya the biggest teacher malah 

failure, bukan sukses sebenarnya (DPS/ D35) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

  

Meanwhile, she said that the biggest teacher is 

failure, not success actually (DPS/D35) 

        

30 Ok, jangan-jangan gue lagi menuju secara toxic 

success, gue lagi menuju ke arah yang salah nih, 

jangan-jangan gitu loh. (DPS / D36) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

Ok, maybe I'm heading towards a toxic success, I'm 

heading in the wrong direction, maybe that's how it 

is. (DPS/D36) 

        

31 Kita kan covid-19 nih.  (DPS / D37) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

We are in Covid-19 situation now.  (DPS/D37) 

        

32 Karna loh kan udah punya plan tuh Dih. (MA / D38) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 
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Because you already have a plan, Dih. (MA/D38) 

33 Tiba-tiba semua itu are the window, keluar dari 

jendela. (MA / D39) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Suddenly all of them are the window, out of the 

window. (MA/D39) 

        

34 Jadi kayaknya that part of anxiety yang gue 

rasakan. (DPS / D40) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

 

So, I think that's part of the anxiety that I feel. (DPS / 

D40) 

        

35 Jangan-jangan gue tuh sebenarnya kayak lagi 

menghindari the moment that I should be spending 

with my effort (DPS / D41) 

 

Parts of sentence :  s, v, o 

 

Maybe it's actually like I'm avoiding the moment that 

I should be spending with my effort (DPS / D41) 

        

36 This is jadi menarik kan? (DPS / D42) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

This is so interesting, right? (DPS/D42) 

        

37 Kenapa gue nggak tahan banget dan anxious banget 

just being with myself and not doing anything gitu 

loh (DPS / D43) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Why can't I stand with it and am so anxious just 

being with myself and not doing anything, you know 

(DPS / D43) 

        

38 Jadi, ternyata it’s a differ analysis lagi gitu (DPS /         
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D44) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

So, it turns out that it's a differ analysis again (DPS / 

D44) 

39 Tapi yang menarik adalah the way I process it 

ternyata lewat meditasi itu. (DPS / D45) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But what's interesting is that the way I process it 

turns out to be through the meditation. (DPS/D45) 

        

40 Itukan juga sebenarnya kayak some of addiction 

kan? (DPS / D46) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

That's actually like some of addiction, right? 

(DPS/D46) 

        

41 I mean, kayaknya kalo loh nggak ya? (DPS / D47) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

I mean, it seems like that you don't feel that, right? 

You don't feel that, do you, Mar? (DPS / D47) 

        

42 But I like this karna gue juga pengen dong tanya-

tanya tentang loh, kenapa gue terus? (DPS / 49) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

But I like this because I also want to ask questions 

about you, why is it always me? (DPS / 49) 

        

43 Gue ke Supermarket aja bisa loh sebulan itu nggak ke 

Supermarket, semua online. (DPS / D51) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I can even not go to the supermarket for a month, I 
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do all the things by online. (DPS/D51) 

44 Mungkin karna kita tinggal di dunia yang patriakal, 

jadi otomatis perempuan itu lebih suka, lebih 

cenderung untuk “hard on ourself” (MA / D52) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Maybe it's because we live in a patriarchal world, so 

women automatically prefer to be more tend to "hard 

on ourself" (MA / D52) 

        

45 Dan suara-suara apa yang loh dengar biasanya ketika 

you being hard on yourself? (MA / D53) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

 

And what sounds do you usually hear when you are 

hard on yourself? (MA / D53) 

        

46 Gue perlu clarify dulu nih (DPS / D54) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

  

I need to clarify it first (DPS / D54) 

        

47 Kalo “hard on myself” nih dalam arti kata kan bisa 

bermacam-macam nih (DPS / D55) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

If the term “hard on myself”, in the sense of the 

word, it can has various meanings (DPS / D55) 

        

48 Jangan sampe loh berfikiran kesannya gue tuh suka 

kayak punishing myself (DPS / D56) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I don't want you to think that I look like punishing 

myself (DPS / D56) 

        

49 Pasangannya, the spouse itu nggak boleh kerja (DPS/ 

D57) 
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Parts of sentence : s 

 

The spouse, the spouse is not allowed to work (DPS/ 

D57) 

50 So, in our family’s case yang diplomat tuh eyang 

putri. (DPS / D59) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, in our family's case, the diplomat is the oldest 

grandmother. (DPS/D59) 

        

51 Dia agak nggak happy juga kan? (DPS / D61) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

He's a little unhappy, right? (DPS / D61) 

        

52 Maksudnya being a father tapi nggak bisa 

melakukan yang sebenarnya mungkin pengen dia 

lakukan. (DPS / D62) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I mean being a father but not being able to do what 

he might actually want to do. (DPS / D62) 

        

53 Jadi, she learned hardly bahwa kadang-kadang 

mungkin dalam kehidupan nyata kita tuh memang 

nggak bisa mengandalkan diri kepada our spouse 

atau laki-laki gitu loh (DPS / D63) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv, c 

 

So, she learned hardly that sometimes in real life we 

really can't rely on our spouse or men, you know 

(DPS / D63) 

        

54 Tradition family justru believe agak lebih kayak 

gitu (DPS / D65) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 
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Tradition family actually believe a bit more like that 

(DPS / D65) 

55 Kesannya married is a relief gitu loh financially 

(DPS /D66) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o adv 

 

The impression is that being married is a relief, 

financially (DPS / D66) 

        

56 Gue ngerasa di umur segini gue juga perlu belajar 

lebih wise lagi gitu (DPS / D67) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

I feel at my age I also need to learn to be wiser again 

(DPS / D67) 

        

57 Sometimes tuh obrolannya Oprah and Deepak 

Chopra tuh oh wow wow, kayak menarik banget gitu 

kayak example.. (DPS / D68) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, o 

 

Sometimes Oprah and Deepak Chopra's conversation 

is oh wow wow, like it's really interesting , for 

example.. (DPS / D68) 

        

58 Pernah jadi loosing-trust karna kekecewaan gitu kan 

(DPS / D70) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

You ever felt lost trust because of disappointment, 

right? (DPS/D70) 

        

59 Tapi kalau loh membangun kemampuan loh untuk 

bisa percaya terhadap sesuatu, itu clearly, merely, 

cuma berdasarkan seberapa mampu orang-orang di 

sekitar loh memberikan loh kemampuan untuk 

percaya (DPS / D71) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 
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But if you build your ability to be able to believe in 

something, that's clearly, merely, just based on how 

capable the people around you are giving you the 

ability to believe (DPS / D71) 

60 Loh perlu punya source of trust yang jauh lebih 

solid dan adanya di dalam kontrol loh (DPS / D72) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You need to have a much more solid source of trust 

and it's under your control (DPS / D72) 

        

61 Dan you really cannot guarantee apakah mereka 

dapat dipercaya atau nggak (DPS / D77) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v 

 

And you really cannot guarantee whether they can be 

trusted or not (DPS/D77) 

        

62 So, yang loh harus jadikan base untuk kemampuan 

untuk percaya, untuk punya harapan, itu adalah 

sesuatu yang harus ada dalam diri loh (DPS / D74) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, what you have to use as a base for the ability to 

believe, to have hope, is something that must be 

within you (DPS / D74) 

        

63 Karna what you think adalah konsep diri gue yang 

gue ingat ini pasti akan mengecewakan gue nih (DPS 

/ D75) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

Because what you think is my self-concept that I 

remember will definitely disappoint me (DPS / D75) 

        

64 If you do that often akhirnya luh jadi punya 

pengalaman (DPS / D76) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 
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If you do that are often you finally have experience 

(DPS / D76) 

65 Nah, untuk answer your question gue belum jawab 

pertanyaan itu ya? (DPS / D77) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Well, to answer your question, I haven't answered 

that question yet, right? (DPS / D77) 

        

66 Sementara hasilnya nanti itu mau berhasil apa nggak, 

ukuran-ukuran eksternal, itu nggak gue jadiin target 

karna it’s really out of my control (DPS / D80) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv, o 

 

Meanwhile the next results will be whether successful 

or not, external measures, I don't want to make them 

as my target because it's really out of my control 

(DPS / D80) 

        

67 Jadi, gue kayak I am sorry. (DPS / D86) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

So, I just like “I am sorry”. (DPS / D86) 

        

68 Jadi, mereka masih figuring out career gitu. (DPS / 

D83) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

So, they are still figuring out a career, like that (DPS 

/ D83) 

        

69 Gue tuh nggak pernah punya planning. (DPS/ D84) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I never had a plan. (DPS/ D84) 

        

70 I’m literally melakukan dua hal yang karna gue 

terekspos dari kecil. (MA / D85) 
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Parts of sentence : s, v, adv 

 

I'm literally doing two things because I was exposed 

since I was child. (MA / D85) 

71 Tapi intinya benang merahnya sama, storytelling,  

bercerita. (MA / D92) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But basically the conclusion is just the same, it’s  

storytelling, telling stories. (MA/D92) 

        

72 I honestly feel kalau loh pernah nyobain kerja yang 

industrinya beda banget. (DPS / D87) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v 

 

I honestly feel that you have tried work in a very 

different industry. (DPS/D87) 

        

73 Ok, first of all, gue nggak pernah pakai kata-kata 

sempurna sih (DPS / D88) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

Ok, first of all, I never use the word "perfect" anyway 

(DPS / D88) 

        

74 I do it sebisa mungkin baik (DPS / D90) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

I do it as good as possible (DPS / D90) 

        

75 Then misalnya gue bikin si action film (DPS / D91) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, o 

 

Then, for example I make an action film (DPS / D91) 

        

76 Terus terang gue nggak pernah mendefinisikan yang 

perfect tuh meski gimana (DPS / D92) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 
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Honestly, I've never defined what perfect should look 

like (DPS / D92) 

77 It’s a good kind of capek (DPS / D93) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

It's a good kind of tired (DPS / D93) 

        

78 Seberapa jauh kita boleh push diri sendiri karna 

perfectionism? (MA/ D95) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, c 

 

How far can we push ourselves because of 

perfectionism? (MA/ D95) 

        

79 Loh tuh orang pertama yang punya tanggung jawab 

besar untuk ensuring diri loh tuh layak disayang 

(DPS / D96) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You're the first person who has a big responsibility to 

make sure you're worthy of being loved (DPS / D96) 

        

80 Menurut gue luh udah toxic gitu loh (DPS / D98) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I think you're already toxic (DPS / D98) 

        

81 Yes that’s why karna itu apa untuk mengenal diri 

sendiri dan ngobrol sama diri sendiri itu penting 

(DPS / D99) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Yes that's why because knowing yourself and talking 

to yourself is important (DPS / D99) 

        

82 Gue tuh newbie banget loh masalah ini (DPS / D100) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 
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I'm really a newbie on this kind of problem (DPS / 

D100) 

83 I never really mendefinisikan itu yang namanya 

“gagal” (DPS / D103) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv 

 

I never really defined what is called "fail" 

(DPS/D103) 

        

84 Cuman nothing wrong, just go on nanti naik lagi 

kok (DPS / D104) 

 

Parts of sentence : o, v 

 

But, nothing wrong, I just go on it then it will be go 

up again (DPS / D104) 

        

85 Nggak pernah karna it’s very mematikan mentalitas 

lo sendiri gitu (DPS / D105) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv 

 

Never because it's very deadly to your own mentality 

(DPS / D105) 

        

86 Kayak lebih kinder gitu sama diri luh ya? (DPS / 

D109) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

It's like being kinder to yourself, isn't it? (DPS / 

D109) 

        

87 Self-love itukan bisa diartikan kurang peka juga Dih 

(MA / D110) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

 

Self-love can be interpreted as less sensitive too, Dih 

(MA / D110) 

        

88 Self-love tuh adalah basically usaha loh untuk kayak         
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small service gitu (DPS / D111) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, o 

 

Self-love is basically an effort for something like 

small service, like that (DPS / D111) 

89 Loh jadi lebih bisa capable untuk mencintai orang 

lain (DPS / D112) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, you can be more capable of loving other people 

(DPS / D112) 

        

90 Karna yang loh alamin sebenarnya adalah self-

justification, bukan unconditional love (DPS / 

D113) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Because what you have experienced before was 

actually a self-justification, not unconditional love 

(DPS / D113) 

        

91 So please, gue lagi butuh waktu untuk sendiri (MA / 

D114) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

So please, I need some time for being alone (MA / 

D114) 

        

92 Aku ngerasa exhausted (DPS / D116) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I feel exhausted (DPS / D116) 

        

93 Thank you banget ya Dih. (MA / D120) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

I thank you very much, Dih. (MA/D120) 
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Data 1-7, 9-15, 17, 19-24, 26-29, 31, 32, 34-47, 49, 51-57, 59, 61-

63, 65-68, 70-77, 80 , 81, 83-88, 90-93, 95, 96, 98-100, 103-105, 109-114, 

116, and 120 are the mixing of English word, phrase, clause and sentence 

form in Indonesian utterances. It means that from 109 data of Intra-

Sentential Code Mixing, there are 93 data indicated as most Indonesian in 

the sentence utterances. For example, in datum 34 when the speaker said 

“tapi loh tuh nggak belajar dan nggak bersiap-siap untuk menerima 

failure” (But you don't learn and you're not prepared to accept the 

failure)”,  this utterance is in Indonesian and then the speaker put English 

word “failure” in the end of her utterance, so it could be said that Intra-

Sentential Code Mixing in the datum mostly Indonesian. 

Intra-sentential code mixing is one of the types of code mixing that 

the code mixing form occurs at the end of a phrase, a clause, or a sentence 

boundary. The present study revealed that intra-sentential code mixing was 

found in the five main parts of the sentence such as subject, verb, object, 

complement, and adverb with 18 different variations. 

1) Subject 

Datum 57 (DPS) 

Pasangannya, the spouse itu nggak boleh kerja. 

The spouse, the spouse is not allowed to work. 

Datum 57 is a type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing uttered 

by the speaker in the form of subject version. The mixing occurs 

between Indonesian and English. The speaker mixed English word 
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“the spouse” in her Indonesian utterance. The insertion of English 

word “the spouse” in this datum has a function as the subject in the 

sentence utterance. The mixed subject is one of the form of parts 

of speech, noun. 

2) Verb 

Datum 54 (DPS) 

Gue perlu clarify dulu nih. 

I need to clarify it first. 

The type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing is also identified 

in datum 54. The code mixing uttered by the speaker in this form 

is the verb version and it occurs between Indonesian and English. 

In the middle of the sentence, she mixed English word “clarify” in 

her Indonesian utterance. The insertion of English word “clarify” 

in this datum has a function as the verb in the sentence utterance. 

The mixed verb is one of the form of parts of speech, verb. 

3) Object  

Datum 31 (DPS) 

Sebelum gue memulai live talk sama loh nih gue baru terima 

pesan berantai dari group WA ibu-ibu sekolah. 

Before I started the live talk with you, I just received a chain 

message from the moms’ WA group at school. 

The used of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type in datum 

31 in form of the object version was indicated by the speaker. The 
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code mixing uttered by the speaker occurs between Indonesian and 

English. In her Indonesian utterance, she mixed English phrase 

“live talk”. The insertion of English phrase “live talk” in this 

datum has the function as the object in the sentence utterance. The 

mixed object is one of the form of parts of speech, phrase. 

4) Complement 

Datum 2 (MA) 

Terima kasih sudah bersama saya Marissa Anita sore ini sebagai 

leader dari Greatmind Indonesia.  

Thank you for having me in this afternoon, I am Marissa Anita, as 

the leader of Greatmind Indonesia.  

The form of the complement version was indicated in 

datum 2 with Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type. It is called Intra-

Sentential Code Mixing because the speaker's utterance occurs 

between Indonesian and English. She inserted the English word 

“leader” in her Indonesian utterance. And the insertion of the 

English word “leader” has function as the complement in the 

sentence utterance. The mixed complement is one of the form of 

parts of speech, noun. 

5) Adverb 

Datum 71 (DPS) 

Tapi kalau loh membangun kemampuan loh untuk bisa percaya 

terhadap sesuatu, itu clearly, merely, cuma berdasarkan seberapa 
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mampu orang-orang di sekitar loh memberikan loh kemampuan 

untuk percaya. 

But if you build your ability to be able to believe in something, 

that's clearly, merely, just based on how capable the people 

around you are giving you the ability to believe. 

The Intra-Sentential Code mixing type in form of adverb 

version was found in datum 71. Like previous versions, this 

datum is the code mixing occurs between Indonesian and English 

in the utterance of the speaker. In her Indonesian utterance, she 

mixed the English words “clearly” and “merely”. The insertion of 

the two English words “clearly” and “merely” have function as the 

adverb in the sentence utterance. The mixed adverbials is one of 

the form of parts of speech, adverb. 

6) Subject – Verb 

Datum 42 (DPS) 

This is jadi menarik kan? 

This is so interesting, right? 

Datum 42 is a type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing uttered 

by the speaker in the form of subject and verb version. The datum 

was identified as code mixing that occurs between Indonesian and 

English. The speaker mixed English words “this” and “is” in her 

Indonesian utterance. The insertion of “this” has a function as the 

subject and “is” as the verb in the sentence utterance. The mixed 
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subject is one of the form of parts of speech, noun. And the mixed 

verb is one of the form of parts of speech, verb. 

7) Subject – Object 

Datum 35 (DPS)  

Sementara katanya the biggest teacher malah failure, bukan 

sukses sebenarnya. 

Meanwhile, she said that the biggest teacher is failure, not success 

actually. 

The type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing is also identified 

in datum 35. The code mixing uttered by the speaker in this form 

are the subject and the object version. It occurs between 

Indonesian and English. In the middle of the sentence, she mixed 

English phrase “the biggest teacher” and “failure” in her 

Indonesian utterance. The insertion of “the biggest teacher” has a 

function as the subject and “failure” as the object in the sentence 

utterance. The first mixed subject is one of the form of parts of 

speech, noun. And the second mixed object is the part of verb 

form. 

8) Subject – Adverb 

Datum 103 (DPS) 

I never really mendefinisikan itu yang namanya “gagal”. 

I never really defined what is called "fail". 
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The form of the subject and adverb version was indicated 

in datum 103 with Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type. It is called 

Intra-Sentential Code Mixing because the speaker's utterance 

occurs between Indonesian and English. She inserted the English 

word “I” and “never really” in her Indonesian utterance. The 

insertion of “I” has function as the subject and “never really” as 

the adverb in the sentence utterance. The first mixed subject is one 

of the form of parts of speech, noun. And the second mixed 

adverbial is the part of adverb form. 

9) Verb – Object 

Datum 32 (DPS) 

Akhirnya mereka janjian kita udah lost the house kita bingung 

kita gagal, akhirnya mereka janjian bunuh diri bareng.  

In the end, when they made a promise, we already lost the house, 

we were confused, we failed, in the end they agreed to commit 

suicide together.  

The speaker‟s uttered in datum 32 was indicated as the 

type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing. It is a form with a verb and 

object version. In the utterance, the code mixing occurs between 

Indonesian and English. And the speaker mixed English word 

“lost” and “the house” in her Indonesian utterance. The insertion 

of “lost” has a function as the verb and “the house” as the object in 

the sentence utterance. The first mixed verb is one of the form of 
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parts of speech, verb. And the second mixed object is the part of 

noun form. 

10) Verb – Complement 

Datum 95 (MA) 

Seberapa jauh kita boleh push diri sendiri karna perfectionism? 

How far can we push ourselves because of perfectionism? 

The Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type with the form of 

verb and complement version is shown in datum 95. The datum 

occurs between Indonesian and English. In the speaker‟s 

Indonesian utterance, she mixed the word “push” and 

“perfectionism” in the same sentence. The insertion of “push” has 

a function as the verb and “perfectionism” as the complement in 

the sentence utterance. The first mixed verb is one of the form of 

parts of speech, verb. And the second mixed complement is the 

part of noun form. 

11)  Object – Adverb 

Datum 91 (DPS) 

Then misalnya gue bikin si action film. 

Then, for example I make an action film. 

The form of object and adverb version in the Intra-

Sentential Code Mixing type was identified in datum 91. The 

speaker's utterance in the datum occurs between Indonesian and 

English. The speaker mixed English word “then” in the beginning 
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of the sentence and “action film” in the end of the sentence. The 

insertion of “then” has a function as the adverb and “action film” 

as the object in the sentence utterance. So, datum 91 contains 

object and adverb. The first mixed adverbial is one of the form of 

parts of speech, adverb. And the second mixed object is the part of 

phrase form. 

12) Subject – Verb – Object 

Datum 48 (MA) 

Iya, maksudnya I did my own journey.  

Yes, I mean.. I did my own journey. 

Datum 48 is a type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing uttered 

by the speaker in the form of subject, verb, and object version. The 

speaker's utterance contains three parts of sentence and the code 

mixing of the utterance occurs between Indonesian and English. 

The speaker mixed English “I did my own journey” in her 

Indonesian utterance. The insertion of English “I” has a function as 

the subject, “did” as the verb, and “my own journey” as the object 

in the sentence utterance. The first mixed subject is one of the 

form of parts of speech, noun. The second mixed verb is the part of 

verb form and the third mixed follow is object as a phrase form. 

13)  Subject – Verb – Adverb 

Datum 85 (MA) 
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I am literally melakukan dua hal yang karna gue terekspos dari 

kecil.  

I am literally doing two things because I was exposed since I was 

child.  

The type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing in the form of 

subject, verb, and adverb version was indicated in datum 85. The 

code mixing occurs between Indonesian and English. The speaker 

mixed English “I am literally” in her Indonesian utterance. The 

insertion of English “I” has a function as the subject, “am” as the 

verb, and “literally” as the adverb in the sentence utterance. The 

first mixed subject is one of the form of parts of speech, noun. The 

second mixed verb is the part of verb form and the third mixed 

follow is adverbial as a adverb form. 

14)  Subject – Object – Adverb 

Datum 111 (DPS) 

Self-love tuh adalah basically usaha loh untuk kayak small 

service gitu. 

Self-love is basically an effort for something like small service, like 

that. 

Datum 111 is the code mixing uttered by the speaker. The 

speaker's utterance is a type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing with 

the form of subject, object, and adverb version. The code mixing 

occurs between Indonesian and English. She inserted the English 
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phrase “self-love” in the beginning of the sentence, the word of 

“basically” in the middle of the sentence, and the phrase “small 

service” in the end of the sentence. The insertion of English “self-

lofe” has a function as the subject, “basically” as the adverb, and 

“small service” as the object in the sentence utterance. So, datum 

111 contains subject, object, and adverb. The first mixed subject is 

one of the form of parts of speech, noun. The second mixed 

adverbial is the part of adverb form and the third mixed follow is 

object as a phrase form. 

15)  Verb – Object – Adverb  

Datum 29 (DPS) 

Basically train that some habit itu kepada kolega-koleganya di 

Kantor. 

Basically she train that some habit to her colleagues at the office. 

The form of the verb, object, and adverb version was 

indicated in datum 29 with Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type. It 

is called Intra-Sentential Code Mixing because the speaker's 

utterance occurs between Indonesian and English. She inserted the 

English “basically train that some habit” in her Indonesian 

utterance. And the insertion of English “basically” has a function 

as the adverb, “train” as the verb, and “that some habit” as the 

object in the sentence utterance. So, datum 29 contains verb, 

object, and adverb. The first mixed adverbial is one of the form of 
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parts of speech, adverb. The second mixed verb is the part of verb 

form and the third mixed follow is object as a phrase form. 

16) Subject – Verb – Object – Complement 

Datum 64 (DPS) 

Jadi, emang we would never see married or finding a jodoh tuh 

as a financial asset gitu loh. 

So, surely we would never see married or find a soul mate as a 

financial asset, you know. 

This Intra-Sentential Code Mixing type uttered by the 

speaker is the form of subject, verb, object and complement 

version. In datum 64, there are four parts of the sentence with 

code mixing occurring between English and Indonesian. The 

datum is English utterance mixed with Indonesian words. The 

speaker‟s utterance is “Jadi, emang we would never see married 

or finding a jodoh tuh as a financial asset gitu loh” (So, surely we 

would never see married or find a soul mate as a financial asset, 

you know). The speaker used English “we would never see married 

or finding a” and “as financial asset. The used of English “we” is 

identified as the subject, “would never see” as the verb, “married 

or finding a” as the object, and “as financial asset” as the 

complement in the sentence utterance. The first mixed subject is 

one of the form of parts of speech, noun. The second mixed verb is 

the part of verb form and the third mixed follow is object as a noun 

form with the complement of phrase form. 

 

17)  Subject – Verb – Object – Adverb 

Datum 66 (DPS) 

Kesannya married is a relief gitu loh financially. 
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The impression is that being married is a relief, financially. 

The speaker‟s uttered in datum 66 was indicated as the 

type of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing. It is a form with a subject, 

verb, object and adverb version. In the utterance, the code mixing 

occurs between Indonesian and English. And the speaker mixed 

English “married is a relief” and “financially” in her Indonesian 

utterance. The insertion described as “married” function as the 

subject, “is” as the verb, “a relief” as the object and “financially” 

as the adverb in the sentence utterance. The first mixed subject is 

one of the form of parts of speech, noun. The second mixed verb is 

the part of verb form and the third mixed follow is object as a noun 

form with the adverbial of adverb form. 

18) Subject – Verb – Complement – Adverb 

Datum 63 (DPS) 

Jadi, she learned hardly bahwa kadang-kadang mungkin dalam 

kehidupan nyata kita tuh memang nggak bisa mengandalkan diri 

kepada our spouse atau laki-laki gitu loh. 

So, she learned hardly that sometimes in real life we really can't 

rely on our spouse or men, you know 

 

The Intra-Sentential Code mixing type in form of subject, verb, 

complement, and adverb version was found in datum 63. Like two 

previous versions, this datum is the code mixing occurs between 

Indonesian and English in the utterance of the speaker. In her 

Indonesian utterance, she mixed the English “she learned hardly” 

and “our spouse” in the same sentence. The insertion of English 

described as “she” function as the subject, “learned” as the verb, 

“hardly” as the adverb and “our spouse” as the complement in the 

sentence utterance. So, datum 63 contains subject, verb, 

complement, and adverb. The first mixed subject is one of the 

form of parts of speech, noun. The second mixed v 
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No Findings 

Parts of 

Sentence 

Types of 

Code 

Mixing 

S V O C 

A

d

v 

I 

S

M 

I 

L

M 

ICP 

1 Thank you loh Dih. (MA / D8) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Thank you, Dih. (MA / D8) 

        

2 And I don’t even know oh itu ternyata 

perfeksionisme. (DPS / D16) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

And I don't even know oh that actually perfectionism. 

(DPS / D16) 

        

3 You cannot really focus your mind untuk bisa 

mulai baca buku karna it’s too overwhelmed (DPS / 

D25) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

You cannot really focus your mind to be able to start 

reading a book because it's too overwhelmed (DPS / 

D25) 

        

4 People always put the standard of apasih definisi 

sukses (DPS / D33) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

People always put the standard of what the definition 

of success is (DPS / D33) 

        

5 Iya, maksudnya, I did my own journey. (MA / D48) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Yes, I mean, I did my own journey. (MA/D48) 

        

b) Intra-Lexical Code Mixing 
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6 You need conscious effort untuk really telfon atau 

video call, gitu loh. (DPS / D50) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, adv. 

 

You need conscious effort to really do a call or video 

call, you know. (DPS/D50) 

        

7 They simply need to just be there for their spouse 

yang sedang bertugas menjadi diplomat. (DPS/ D58) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v, o 

 

They simply need to just be there for their spouse 

who is currently serving as a diplomat. (DPS/ D58) 

        

8 Cuma ya you know how Indonesian dad? (DPS / 

D60) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

But yeah, you know how Indonesian dad? (DPS/D60) 

        

9 Jadi, emang we would never see married or finding 

a jodoh tuh as a financial asset gitu loh (DPS / D64) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

So, surely we would never see married or find a soul 

mate as a financial asset, you know (DPS / D64) 

        

10 I can be responsible for apa yang gue bikin (DPS/ 

D78) 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

I can be responsible for what I do (DPS/ D78) 

        

11 Misalnya I am making a movie (DPS / D79) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

For example I am making a movie (DPS / D79) 

        

12 Nanti I will help you (DPS / D89)  
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Data 8, 16, 25, 33, 48, 50, 58, 60,64, 78, 79, 89, 101, 106, 108, 

and 115 are the mixing of Indonesian word, phrase, clause and sentence 

form in English utterances. It means that when the speaker spoke in 

English, she putted or mixed an Indonesian word in her speaking or 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Later I will help you (DPS / D89) 

13 Jadi, what we need to invest mostly adalah our 

well-being (DPS / D101) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, o 

 

So, what we need to invest mostly is our well-being 

(DPS / D101) 

        

14 Would I use the word “gagal”? (DPS / D106) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Would I use the word "fail"? (DPS/D106) 

        

15 Itu very different (MA / D108) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

That's very different (MA / D108) 

        

16 We can only be the best companion kalau kita 

sendiri juga deal with our own stress gitu loh (DPS / 

D115) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v, o 

 

We can only be the best companion if we also deal 

with our own stress (DPS / D115) 
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utterance. For example in datum 106, the speaker mixed an Indonesian 

word “gagal” in the end of her English utterance. The speaker utterance is 

“would I use the word “gagal?” (Would I use the word "fail"?) and this 

type of code mixing is Intra-Sentential Code Mixing. In the end, it could 

be said that from 109 data of Intra-Sentential Code Mixing, there are 16 

data indicated in mostly English. 

Intra-lexical code mixing is one of the types of code mixing that 

occurs within a word boundary. It occurs due to the insertion of affixes of 

one language in a word of others language. The present study revealed 

that intra-lexical code mixing was found in the 2 types of affixes. The 

Indonesian affixes found were prefix di- and suffix –nya to English words. 

1) The Insertion of Indonesian Suffix  

(a) Datum 82 (DPS) 

Luh kasih gue rekomendasi buku-buku dari link-nya ya? 

Can you give me book recommendations from the links? 

The suffix –nya was inserted by the speaker in her utterance 

and it was identified in datum 82. The suffix is attached in the end of 

the root word. The used of suffix “–nya” and English root word “link” 

has a meaning as “the link”. The position of “link-nya” is as the object 

in the sentence utterance. The mixed object is one of the form of parts 

of speech, noun. 

(b) Datum 107 (MA) 

Itu feel-nya di diri kita sendiri. 
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The feeling is in ourselves 

Datum 107 was identified that the speaker inserted the suffix 

-nya in her utterance. The suffix is attached in the end of the root 

word. The used of suffix “–nya” and English root word “feel” has a 

meaning as “the feeling”. The position of “feel-nya” is as the subject 

in the sentence utterance. The mixed subject is one of the form of parts 

of speech, noun. 

2) The Insertion of Indonesian Prefix 

(a) Datum 30 (DPS) 

Trus, juga diaplikasikan di-upgrading ke gue. 

Then, it was also applied and upgraded to me. 

Datum 30 was identified that the speaker inserted the prefix 

di- in her utterance. The speaker inserted Indonesian prefix “di-” in 

English noun “upgrading”. The prefix di- was used in the passive 

sentence as in “di-upgrading” means was upgraded. The position of 

“di-upgrading” is as the verb in the sentence utterance. The mixed 

verb is one of the form of parts of speech, verb. 

(b) Datum 102 (DPS) 

Padahal di-life nggak ada yang benar-benar mati. 

Whereas, in life no one really dies. 

The prefix di- also inserted by the speaker in her utterance and 

it was identified in datum 102. The speaker inserted Indonesian prefix 

“di-” in English noun “life”. The Indonesian prefix di- was used to 
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indicate the function of the preposition as in “di-life” means in life. 

The position of “di-life” is as the object in the sentence utterance. The 

mixed object is one of the form of parts of speech, noun. 

b) Involving a Change of Pronunciation 

There is no data identified of Involving a Change of Pronunciation 

by the speaker. 

2. Discussion 

The used of code mixing types Intra-Sentential and Intra-Lexical were 

identified uttered by the speakers. There are 120 utterances of the whole code 

mixing data. Of the total data, there were 109 utterances were intra-sentential 

code mixing, and 11 utterances were intra-lexical code mixing. Those 120 

utterances contains 104 mostly Indonesian of the sentence and 16 contains 

utterances mostly English. 

There were 90,9% of the entire code mixing data which categorized of 

intra-sentential. 1,7% of intra-sentential that has function as the subject in a 

sentence, 3,3% has function as the verb, 31,7% as the object function, 3,3% has 

function as the complement, 4,2% as an adverb function, 4,2% that has function 

as the subject and verb, 2,5% as the subject and object function, 0,8% has 

function as the subject and adverb, 7,5% as the verb and object, 0,8% has 

function as the verb and complement, 1,7% as the object and adverb function, 

14,2% has function as the subject, verb, and object, 5% as the subject, verb, and 

adverb function, 1,7% as the subject, object, and adverb function, 0,8% has 

function as the verb, object, and adverb, 2,5% as the subject, verb, object, and 
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complement function, 4,2% as the subject, verb, object, and adverb function, and 

0,8% has function as the subject, verb, complement, and adverb in the sentence 

produced by the speaker. Meanwhile, there were 9,1% of the entire of code 

mixing which categorized intra-lexical. 5,8% categorized into intra-lexical code 

mixing (suffix –nya) and 3,3% categorized into intra-lexical code mixing (prefix 

di-). 

And after analyzing the data, the researcher can decide that there are four 

the functions of code mixing found. Firstly, informing where the speaker give the 

information for the listener or viewers about the topic like in datum 3 “Maka itu 

topik yang akan kita bahas di small talk Greatmind kali ini adalah 

“Perfeksionisme” (So, the topic that we are going to discuss in this Greatmind 

small talk session is “Perfectionism”). The speaker used many code mixing in 

informing so that the listeners or wiewers more interested to heed the topic 

material. Secondly, opinion where this function is used by the speaker gives the 

opinion about herselves. Thirdly, rejection where this function is used to refuse 

something and this expression had negative form. Fourthly, emotional expression 

where this function is used to tells people about the feeling of the speaker.  

So, the function of code mixing is based on the purpose of the 

communication. In this research we saw four functions of the use of code mixing 

in the video small talk. Generally, the researcher found that many statements used 

code mixing to make the listeners or viewers more interested. 
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Then the speaker who has the ability to speak more than one language is 

indicated as a bilingual person. The insertion finding in this study is supported by 

several previous studies. Those previous are similar as in Saldi Ady Saleh (2017), 

Irma Dewi Isda (2013), and Agung Sukrisna (2019). Albakry and Hunter (2008) 

was pointed that the speaker may modify the language used based on their 

cultural identities. So, the speaker changed some of the use of English to validate 

their own culture and their own native language. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

1. Conclusion 

After analyzing all the data, based on the finding and discussion, 

the researcher concludes that this research was a descriptive qualitative 

method by applying the theory to Hoffman. There are three types of code 

mixing based on him, but the researcher only found two types of code 

mixing, those are intra-sentential and intra-lexical. The data found by the 

researcher were 120 utterances by the speaker. 109 utterances are 

categorized into intra-sentential code mixing and 11 utterances are 

categorized into intra-lexical code mixing. And from all utterances, 104 

data stated mostly Indonesian and only 16 that mostly English. The 

researcher found 18 versions of the use of parts of sentence in intra-

sentential. Meanwhile, the researcher also found the use of Indonesian 

affixes. There are two types of affixes identified, the first is the prefix di- 

and the second is suffix –nya. By looking at all the data, intra-sentential 

code mixing had more data than intra-lexical code mixing. 

2. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher gives suggestions as 

follows: 

1) For further researchers who want to research about code mixing, you 

are suggested to find new research subjects such as identifying the 

parts of sentences more than five, and choosing different objects such 
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as the other small talks with different speakers or conversations 

between the bilingualism blogger Youtube. 

2) For all the readers in this research, the researcher suggests to watch 

more English conversations, so your English skills will increase, 

especially for people with less English skills. 
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No Findings 

Parts of 

Sentence 

Types 

of Code 

Mixing 

S V O C 

A

d

v 

I 

S

M 

I 

L

M 

I

C

P 

1 Ini aku udah live belum? (MA / D1) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Pardon me, have I started the live streaming now? 

(MA/D1) 

        

2 Terima kasih sudah bersama saya Marissa Anita sore 

ini sebagai leader dari Greatmind Indonesia. (MA / 

D2) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

Thank you for having me in this afternoon, I am 

Marissa Anita, as the leader of Greatmind Indonesia. 

(MA / D2) 

        

3 Maka itu topik yang akan kita bahas di small talk 

Greatmind kali ini adalah “Perfeksionisme”. (MA / 

D3) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

So, the topic that we are going to discuss in this 

Greatmind small talk session is “Perfectionism”. 

(MA / D3) 

        

4 Tiba-tiba bikin konten ini, konten itu, posting ini, 

posting itu, gue kayak overwhelmed sendiri. (DPS / 

D4) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Suddenly I created this content, then that content, 

posted this, then posted that, I become overwhelmed. 

(DPS / D4) 

        

5 All right, now I just need to aku harus ngundang         
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Dian dulu loh, mana ya? (MA / D5) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, s, v 

 

All right, now I just need to invite Dian first, where is 

she? (MA / D5) 

6 Sebentar, sebentar let me see Dian udah masuk 

belom ya? (MA / D6) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Wait a minute, wait a minute, let me see if Dian has 

joined or not? (MA / D6) 

        

7 Lagi waiting for Dian. (MA / D7) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

We still waiting for Dian. (MA / D7) 

        

8 Thank you loh Dih. (MA / D8) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Thank you, Dih. (MA / D8) 

        

9 Kamu sudah bersedia sore ini meluangkan waktu 

untuk bicara mengenai “Perfectionism”. (MA / D9) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You have taken your time this afternoon to talk about 

"Perfectionism". (MA / D9) 

        

10 Ini lampu-lampu blogger gitu loh mbo‟. (DPS / D10) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

These are blogger lights, guys. (DPS / D10) 

        

11 Tolong ya ini, ini nggak balance nanti loh. (DPS / 

D11) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 
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Please, this will not be balance. (DPS / D11) 

12 Udah perfect? (MA / D12) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Is it already perfect? (MA / D12) 

        

13 Gue kadang-kadang kalau liat lo, should I see you as 

the eee apa dulu lo kan presenter berita gitu. (DPS / 

D13) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

Sometimes when I see you, should I see you as eee... 

as we know you used to be a news presenter. 

(DPS/D13) 

        

14 Lo mau jadi assertive-assertive pembawa berita gitu, 

apa lo mau jadi teman gue as an actress? (DPS / 

D14) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Do you want to be an assertive news anchor or you 

want to be my friend as an actress? (DPS / D14) 

        

15 Actually it depends on sebenarnya yang kita 

definisiin sama perfeksionis, seorang perfeksionis itu 

gimana sih? (DPS / D15) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, s, v 

 

Actually it depends on what we actually define as a 

perfectionist, what the perfectionist looks like? 

(DPS/D15) 

        

16 And I don’t even know oh itu ternyata 

perfeksionisme. (DPS / D16) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

And I don't even know oh that actually perfectionism. 

(DPS / D16) 
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17 Karena benar-benar terasa it came from good place. 

(DPS / D17) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Because it really feels like it came from a good place. 

(DPS / D17) 

        

18 Trus next-nya projek ini. (MA / D18) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

Then, the next project is this project. (MA / D18) 

        

19 Tapi emang gitu sih, mungkin karna orang-orang 

kebanyakan work from home kali ya. (MA / D19) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

But that's how it is, maybe it is because most of 

people work from home. (MA/D19) 

        

20 Kita kan semua social distancing nih. (DPS / D20) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

We are all social distancing now. (DPS / D20) 

        

21 Akhirnya gue anxious, anxiety, akhirnya kayak 

ngerasa kebanyakan yang dikerjain, gitu. (DPS / 

D21) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

In the end, I was anxious, anxiety, finally I felt like I 

was doing a lot of things, like that. (DPS/D21) 

        

22 Gue mulai meditasi, belajar soal mindfulness. (DPS / 

D22) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

I started to meditate, learn about mindfulness. (DPS / 
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D22) 

23 Akhirnya malah jadi down banget. (DPS / D23) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

In the end, I felt really down. (DPS / D23) 

        

24 Jadi itu pas udah mau menerima, udah nyaman 

dengan ketidak ngapa-ngapainnya itu baru sekarang 

aku bisa back to work tapi lebih enak gitu. (DPS / 

D24) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

So, when I already to accepted it, I was comfortable 

with not doing anything, now I can go back to work 

but it's better feeling now. (DPS / D24) 

        

25 You cannot really focus your mind untuk bisa 

mulai baca buku karna it’s too overwhelmed (DPS / 

D25) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

You cannot really focus your mind to be able to start 

reading a book because it's too overwhelmed (DPS / 

D25) 

        

26 Oh ya, kamu boleh nggak be there and tutup pintu di 

situ? (DPS / D26) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Anyway, can you be there and close the door from 

there? (DPS/D26) 

        

27 I don’t think she can stand it if dia merasa punya 

anak perempuan yang dibiarkan tumbuh tanpa 

purpose gitu (DPS / D27) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

I don't think she can stand it if she feels she has a 

daughter whom is allowed to grow without a purpose 
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(DPS / D27) 

28 So, dia tuh ngajarin gue some of habit of how be 

effective people tuh di umur delapan tahun (DPS / 

D28) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

So, she taught me some of the habits of how to be 

effective people at the age of eight (DPS / D28) 

        

29 Basically train that some habit itu kepada kolega-

koleganya di Kantor (DPS / D29) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, v, o  

 

Basically she train that some habit to her colleagues 

at the office (DPS / D29) 

        

30 Trus, juga diaplikasikan di-upgrading ke gue (DPS / 

D30) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

Indonesian Affixes (prefix) : di 

 

Then, it was also applied and upgraded to me (DPS / 

D30) 

        

31 Sebelum gue memulai live talk sama loh nih gue 

baru terima pesan berantai dari group WA ibu-ibu 

sekolah. (DPS / D31) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Before I started the live talk with you, I just received 

a chain message from the moms’ WA group at 

school. (DPS / D31) 

        

32 Akhirnya mereka janjian kita udah lost the house 

kita bingung kita gagal, akhirnya mereka janjian 

bunuh diri bareng. (DPS / D32) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

In the end, when they made a promise, we already 
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lost the house, we were confused, we failed, in the 

end they agreed to commit suicide together. (DPS / 

D32) 

33 People always put the standard of apasih definisi 

sukses (DPS / D33) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

People always put the standard of what the definition 

of success is (DPS / D33) 

        

34 Tapi loh tuh nggak belajar dan nggak bersiap-siap 

untuk menerima failure (DPS/ D34) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But you don't learn and you're not prepared to accept 

the failure (DPS/D34) 

        

35 Sementara katanya the biggest teacher malah 

failure, bukan sukses sebenarnya (DPS/ D35) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

  

Meanwhile, she said that the biggest teacher is 

failure, not success actually (DPS/D35) 

        

36 Ok, jangan-jangan gue lagi menuju secara toxic 

success, gue lagi menuju ke arah yang salah nih, 

jangan-jangan gitu loh. (DPS / D36) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

Ok, maybe I'm heading towards a toxic success, I'm 

heading in the wrong direction, maybe that's how it 

is. (DPS/D36) 

        

37 Kita kan covid-19 nih.  (DPS / D37) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

We are in Covid-19 situation now.  (DPS/D37) 

        

38 Karna loh kan udah punya plan tuh Dih. (MA / D38)         
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Parts of sentence : o 

 

Because you already have a plan, Dih. (MA/D38) 

39 Tiba-tiba semua itu are the window, keluar dari 

jendela. (MA / D39) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

Suddenly all of them are the window, out of the 

window. (MA/D39) 

        

40 Jadi kayaknya that part of anxiety yang gue 

rasakan. (DPS / D40) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

 

So, I think that's part of the anxiety that I feel. (DPS / 

D40) 

        

41 Jangan-jangan gue tuh sebenarnya kayak lagi 

menghindari the moment that I should be spending 

with my effort (DPS / D41) 

 

Parts of sentence :  s, v, o 

 

Maybe it's actually like I'm avoiding the moment that 

I should be spending with my effort (DPS / D41) 

        

42 This is jadi menarik kan? (DPS / D42) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

This is so interesting, right? (DPS/D42) 

        

43 Kenapa gue nggak tahan banget dan anxious banget 

just being with myself and not doing anything gitu 

loh (DPS / D43) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Why can't I stand with it and am so anxious just 

being with myself and not doing anything, you know 
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(DPS / D43) 

44 Jadi, ternyata it’s a differ analysis lagi gitu (DPS / 

D44) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

So, it turns out that it's a differ analysis again (DPS / 

D44) 

        

45 Tapi yang menarik adalah the way I process it 

ternyata lewat meditasi itu. (DPS / D45) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But what's interesting is that the way I process it 

turns out to be through the meditation. (DPS/D45) 

        

46 Itukan juga sebenarnya kayak some of addiction 

kan? (DPS / D46) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

That's actually like some of addiction, right? 

(DPS/D46) 

        

47 I mean, kayaknya kalo loh nggak ya? (DPS / D47) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

I mean, it seems like that you don't feel that, right? 

You don't feel that, do you, Mar? (DPS / D47) 

        

48 Iya, maksudnya, I did my own journey. (MA / D48) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Yes, I mean, I did my own journey. (MA/D48) 

        

49 But I like this karna gue juga pengen dong tanya-

tanya tentang loh, kenapa gue terus? (DPS / 49) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

But I like this because I also want to ask questions 
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about you, why is it always me? (DPS / 49) 

50 You need conscious effort untuk really telfon atau 

video call, gitu loh. (DPS / D50) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, adv. 

 

You need conscious effort to really do a call or video 

call, you know. (DPS/D50) 

        

51 Gue ke Supermarket aja bisa loh sebulan itu nggak ke 

Supermarket, semua online. (DPS / D51) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I can even not go to the supermarket for a month, I 

do all the things by online. (DPS/D51) 

        

52 Mungkin karna kita tinggal di dunia yang patriakal, 

jadi otomatis perempuan itu lebih suka, lebih 

cenderung untuk “hard on ourself” (MA / D52) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Maybe it's because we live in a patriarchal world, so 

women automatically prefer to be more tend to "hard 

on ourself" (MA / D52) 

        

53 Dan suara-suara apa yang loh dengar biasanya ketika 

you being hard on yourself? (MA / D53) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, o 

 

And what sounds do you usually hear when you are 

hard on yourself? (MA / D53) 

        

54 Gue perlu clarify dulu nih (DPS / D54) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

  

I need to clarify it first (DPS / D54) 

        

55 Kalo “hard on myself” nih dalam arti kata kan bisa 

bermacam-macam nih (DPS / D55) 
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Parts of sentence : o 

 

If the term “hard on myself”, in the sense of the 

word, it can has various meanings (DPS / D55) 

56 Jangan sampe loh berfikiran kesannya gue tuh suka 

kayak punishing myself (DPS / D56) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I don't want you to think that I look like punishing 

myself (DPS / D56) 

        

57 Pasangannya, the spouse itu nggak boleh kerja (DPS/ 

D57) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

 

The spouse, the spouse is not allowed to work (DPS/ 

D57) 

        

58 They simply need to just be there for their spouse 

yang sedang bertugas menjadi diplomat. (DPS/ D58) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v, o 

 

They simply need to just be there for their spouse 

who is currently serving as a diplomat. (DPS/ D58) 

        

59 So, in our family’s case yang diplomat tuh eyang 

putri. (DPS / D59) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, in our family's case, the diplomat is the oldest 

grandmother. (DPS/D59) 

        

60 Cuma ya you know how Indonesian dad? (DPS / 

D60) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

But yeah, you know how Indonesian dad? (DPS/D60) 

        

61 Dia agak nggak happy juga kan? (DPS / D61)         
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Parts of sentence : o 

 

He's a little unhappy, right? (DPS / D61) 

62 Maksudnya being a father tapi nggak bisa 

melakukan yang sebenarnya mungkin pengen dia 

lakukan. (DPS / D62) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I mean being a father but not being able to do what 

he might actually want to do. (DPS / D62) 

        

63 Jadi, she learned hardly bahwa kadang-kadang 

mungkin dalam kehidupan nyata kita tuh memang 

nggak bisa mengandalkan diri kepada our spouse 

atau laki-laki gitu loh (DPS / D63) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv, c 

 

So, she learned hardly that sometimes in real life we 

really can't rely on our spouse or men, you know 

(DPS / D63) 

        

64 Jadi, emang we would never see married or finding 

a jodoh tuh as a financial asset gitu loh (DPS / D64) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o, c 

 

So, surely we would never see married or find a soul 

mate as a financial asset, you know (DPS / D64) 

        

65 Tradition family justru believe agak lebih kayak 

gitu (DPS / D65) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 

 

Tradition family actually believe a bit more like that 

(DPS / D65) 

        

66 Kesannya married is a relief gitu loh financially 

(DPS /D66) 
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Parts of sentence : s, v, o adv 

 

The impression is that being married is a relief, 

financially (DPS / D66) 

67 Gue ngerasa di umur segini gue juga perlu belajar 

lebih wise lagi gitu (DPS / D67) 

 

Parts of sentence : c 

 

I feel at my age I also need to learn to be wiser again 

(DPS / D67) 

        

68 Sometimes tuh obrolannya Oprah and Deepak 

Chopra tuh oh wow wow, kayak menarik banget gitu 

kayak example.. (DPS / D68) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, o 

 

Sometimes Oprah and Deepak Chopra's conversation 

is oh wow wow, like it's really interesting , for 

example.. (DPS / D68) 

        

69 Jadi, kadang-kadang problem-nya kita nggak bisa 

percaya orang lain itu karna kadang-kadang kita 

mungkin di masa lalu pernah apa ya, kayak pernah 

patah hati (DPS / D69) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

So, sometimes the problem why we can't trust other 

people because sometimes we might have something 

in the past, like we've had a broken heart (DPS / 

D69) 

        

70 Pernah jadi loosing-trust karna kekecewaan gitu kan 

(DPS / D70) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

 

You ever felt lost trust because of disappointment, 

right? (DPS/D70) 

        

71 Tapi kalau loh membangun kemampuan loh untuk         
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bisa percaya terhadap sesuatu, itu clearly, merely, 

cuma berdasarkan seberapa mampu orang-orang di 

sekitar loh memberikan loh kemampuan untuk 

percaya (DPS / D71) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

But if you build your ability to be able to believe in 

something, that's clearly, merely, just based on how 

capable the people around you are giving you the 

ability to believe (DPS / D71) 

72 Loh perlu punya source of trust yang jauh lebih 

solid dan adanya di dalam kontrol loh (DPS / D72) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You need to have a much more solid source of trust 

and it's under your control (DPS / D72) 

        

73 Dan you really cannot guarantee apakah mereka 

dapat dipercaya atau nggak (DPS / D77) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v 

 

And you really cannot guarantee whether they can be 

trusted or not (DPS/D77) 

        

74 So, yang loh harus jadikan base untuk kemampuan 

untuk percaya, untuk punya harapan, itu adalah 

sesuatu yang harus ada dalam diri loh (DPS / D74) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, what you have to use as a base for the ability to 

believe, to have hope, is something that must be 

within you (DPS / D74) 

        

75 Karna what you think adalah konsep diri gue yang 

gue ingat ini pasti akan mengecewakan gue nih (DPS 

/ D75) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v 
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Because what you think is my self-concept that I 

remember will definitely disappoint me (DPS / D75) 

76 If you do that often akhirnya luh jadi punya 

pengalaman (DPS / D76) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

If you do that are often you finally have experience 

(DPS / D76) 

        

77 Nah, untuk answer your question gue belum jawab 

pertanyaan itu ya? (DPS / D77) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Well, to answer your question, I haven't answered 

that question yet, right? (DPS / D77) 

        

78 I can be responsible for apa yang gue bikin (DPS/ 

D78) 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

I can be responsible for what I do (DPS/ D78) 

        

79 Misalnya I am making a movie (DPS / D79) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

For example I am making a movie (DPS / D79) 

        

80 Sementara hasilnya nanti itu mau berhasil apa nggak, 

ukuran-ukuran eksternal, itu nggak gue jadiin target 

karna it’s really out of my control (DPS / D80) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv, o 

 

Meanwhile the next results will be whether successful 

or not, external measures, I don't want to make them 

as my target because it's really out of my control 

(DPS / D80) 

        

81 Jadi, gue kayak I am sorry. (DPS / D86) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 
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So, I just like “I am sorry”. (DPS / D86) 

82 Luh kasih gue rekomendasi buku-buku dari link-nya 

ya? (DPS / D82) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

Can you give me book recommendations from the 

links? (DPS/D82) 

        

83 Jadi, mereka masih figuring out career gitu. (DPS / 

D83) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

So, they are still figuring out a career, like that (DPS 

/ D83) 

        

84 Gue tuh nggak pernah punya planning. (DPS/ D84) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I never had a plan. (DPS/ D84) 

        

85 I’m literally melakukan dua hal yang karna gue 

terekspos dari kecil. (MA / D85) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, adv 

 

I'm literally doing two things because I was exposed 

since I was child. (MA / D85) 

        

86 Tapi intinya benang merahnya sama, storytelling,  

bercerita. (MA / D92) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

But basically the conclusion is just the same, it’s  

storytelling, telling stories. (MA/D92) 

        

87 I honestly feel kalau loh pernah nyobain kerja yang 

industrinya beda banget. (DPS / D87) 
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Parts of sentence : s, adv, v 

 

I honestly feel that you have tried work in a very 

different industry. (DPS/D87) 

88 Ok, first of all, gue nggak pernah pakai kata-kata 

sempurna sih (DPS / D88) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

Ok, first of all, I never use the word "perfect" anyway 

(DPS / D88) 

        

89 Nanti I will help you (DPS / D89)  

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Later I will help you (DPS / D89) 

        

90 I do it sebisa mungkin baik (DPS / D90) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

I do it as good as possible (DPS / D90) 

        

91 Then misalnya gue bikin si action film (DPS / D91) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv, o 

 

Then, for example I make an action film (DPS / D91) 

        

92 Terus terang gue nggak pernah mendefinisikan yang 

perfect tuh meski gimana (DPS / D92) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Honestly, I've never defined what perfect should look 

like (DPS / D92) 

        

93 It’s a good kind of capek (DPS / D93) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

It's a good kind of tired (DPS / D93) 

        

94 Bapak loh itu goal-nya akan berubah terus (MA /         
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D94) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

Your father's goal will always change (MA / D94) 

95 Seberapa jauh kita boleh push diri sendiri karna 

perfectionism? (MA/ D95) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, c 

 

How far can we push ourselves because of 

perfectionism? (MA/ D95) 

        

96 Loh tuh orang pertama yang punya tanggung jawab 

besar untuk ensuring diri loh tuh layak disayang 

(DPS / D96) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

You're the first person who has a big responsibility to 

make sure you're worthy of being loved (DPS / D96) 

        

97 Loh push-nya sampai nggak sayang sama diri. (DPS 

/ D97) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

You push it until you don't love yourself. (DPS/D97) 

        

98 Menurut gue luh udah toxic gitu loh (DPS / D98) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I think you're already toxic (DPS / D98) 

        

99 Yes that’s why karna itu apa untuk mengenal diri 

sendiri dan ngobrol sama diri sendiri itu penting 

(DPS / D99) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 
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Yes that's why because knowing yourself and talking 

to yourself is important (DPS / D99) 

100 Gue tuh newbie banget loh masalah ini (DPS / D100) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I'm really a newbie on this kind of problem (DPS / 

D100) 

        

101 Jadi, what we need to invest mostly adalah our 

well-being (DPS / D101) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, o 

 

So, what we need to invest mostly is our well-being 

(DPS / D101) 

        

102 Padahal di-life nggak ada yang benar-benar mati 

(DPS / D102) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

Indonesian Affixes (prefix) : di 

 

Whereas, in life no one really dies (DPS / D102) 

        

103 I never really mendefinisikan itu yang namanya 

“gagal” (DPS / D103) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv 

 

I never really defined what is called "fail" 

(DPS/D103) 

        

104 Cuman nothing wrong, just go on nanti naik lagi 

kok (DPS / D104) 

 

Parts of sentence : o, v 

 

But, nothing wrong, I just go on it then it will be go 

up again (DPS / D104) 

        

105 Nggak pernah karna it’s very mematikan mentalitas 

lo sendiri gitu (DPS / D105) 
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Parts of sentence : s, v, adv 

 

Never because it's very deadly to your own mentality 

(DPS / D105) 

106 Would I use the word “gagal”? (DPS / D106) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, v, o 

 

Would I use the word "fail"? (DPS/D106) 

        

107 Itu feel-nya di diri kita sendiri (MA / D107) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

The feeling is in ourselves (MA/D107) 

        

108 Itu very different (MA / D108) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

That's very different (MA / D108) 

        

109 Kayak lebih kinder gitu sama diri luh ya? (DPS / 

D109) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

It's like being kinder to yourself, isn't it? (DPS / 

D109) 

        

110 Self-love itukan bisa diartikan kurang peka juga Dih 

(MA / D110) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

 

Self-love can be interpreted as less sensitive too, Dih 

(MA / D110) 

        

111 Self-love tuh adalah basically usaha loh untuk kayak 

small service gitu (DPS / D111) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, o 
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Self-love is basically an effort for something like 

small service, like that (DPS / D111) 

112 Loh jadi lebih bisa capable untuk mencintai orang 

lain (DPS / D112) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

So, you can be more capable of loving other people 

(DPS / D112) 

        

113 Karna yang loh alamin sebenarnya adalah self-

justification, bukan unconditional love (DPS / 

D113) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

Because what you have experienced before was 

actually a self-justification, not unconditional love 

(DPS / D113) 

        

114 So please, gue lagi butuh waktu untuk sendiri (MA / 

D114) 

 

Parts of sentence : adv 

 

So please, I need some time for being alone (MA / 

D114) 

        

115 We can only be the best companion kalau kita 

sendiri juga deal with our own stress gitu loh (DPS / 

D115) 

 

Parts of sentence : s, adv, v, o 

 

We can only be the best companion if we also deal 

with our own stress (DPS / D115) 

        

116 Aku ngerasa exhausted (DPS / D116) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

 

I feel exhausted (DPS / D116) 

        

117 Trus, apa lagi tadi ya Dih ya summary-nya? (MA /         
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D117) 

 

Parts of sentence : s 

Indonesian Affixes (suffix) : nya 

 

And then, what was the summary, Dih? (MA/D117) 

118 Nih, katanya pada di-save kan? (DPS / D118) 

 

Parts of sentence : v 

Indonesian Affixes (prefix) : di 

 

So,  you have been saved it, right? (DPS/D118) 

        

119 Trus yang di-channel YouTube yang aku dengarin 

apa aja, nanti aku share. (DPS / D119) 

 

Parts of sentence : o 

Indonesian Affixes (prefix) : di 

 

Then, in the YouTube channel, what I listen up to, I'll 

share it later. (DPS/D119) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

120 Thank you banget ya Dih. (MA / D120) 

 

Parts of sentence : v, o 

 

I thank you very much, Dih. (MA/D120) 

        


